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FARO Laser Scanner Focus3D
now available from Position Partners
Precision systems company Position Partners has signed a distribution
agreement with FARO Technologies to distribute its FARO Laser Scanner
Focus3D in Australia. Position Partners will promote the laser scanners to its
core markets – surveying, civil construction and mining.
“FARO products are well liked and trusted in the industries we serve and their
addition to our product offering means greater choice for our customers when it
comes to their scanning equipment needs,” said Heath Low, Position Partners
National Product Manager for Scanning Systems.
“Because the Focus3D is such a versatile laser scanner, it also enables Position
Partners to reach into new markets including heritage, architecture and
manufacturing,” Low added.
The Focus3D is a high-speed 3D laser scanner designed for detailed
measurement and documentation. Using laser technology, the Focus3D
produces highly detailed three-dimensional images of complex environments and
geometries in a few minutes.
Suitable for a wide range of applications and both indoor and outdoor use,
the Focus3D can be used to document as-built conditions, visualise design
modifications and create 3D surface models.
For more information about the Focus3D and scanning solutions from Position
Partners, please visit www.positionpartners.com.au or call 1300 867 266.

Topcon HiPer V
Get the Vanguard advantage
• Super fast lock
• High performance tracking
• Patented Fence Antenna
for multipath mitigation
Call for a demo today!
Campbellfield
03 9930 7111
Dandenong
03 9708 9900
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Rob’s Ramblings
Well, it is with mixed feelings that I
write my final ramblings to close out
my time as President of this wonderful
Institution. It has been a great honour to
be ISV President and I thank everyone
for the support and encouragement I
have been given along the way. It has
also given me the opportunity to attend
more events and learn more about the
issues and people that are the past,
present and future of the Institution. I have really appreciated the
personal support and advice given to me by so many people across
the state.
In life honest feedback is not always positive, but, it is an opportunity
to take stock and think about things and issues in another light and
I thank those of you who gave me that opportunity as well. If life is
about character building experiences then it appears that by the time
we get sufficient experience, we can be too old to use it properly.
One question often asked of people vacating positions is “what have
you actually achieved while you have been there?” It is a very good
question, it has been asked of me, and it is one that is probably
best not answered by me but left for you all to judge. I had a similar
conversation with a personnel consultant about 18 months ago when
I was asked to highlight my past work achievements. I highlighted
various projects both big and small that I had been involved in, the
great people I had worked with, how I took great pride and satisfaction
in what the teams had achieved. From a HR viewpoint I failed the
test, I was supposed to highlight what I had done as an individual,
apparently it is all about the “I” word, and there is no “I” in team.
There is an “I” in Institution but the ISV is all about teamwork, with
our E/O Gary, with the Committee, with the Regional Groups across
the state, ISNSW, with fellow members and with our stakeholders in
various other parts of the wider industry. Working as a team I believe
the ISV has performed pretty well over the past few years, so thank
you to everyone for your contribution.
As I have often said before, the technology we use to service the
community and our customers is changing rapidly. In many ways,
technology has not only made life easier for us, but given our

customers greater expectations. So as individuals and as professionals
we must continually change and adapt to stay relevant. To become
irrelevant, is to be out of business.
One of the issues I have tried to achieve is to continually remind
my government Members, my local Councillors, my Rotary Club,
and others is the often largely unseen work that is undertaken by
the surveying and spatial profession. I try to remind them that our
relevance is as great now as it ever was, we just need to make sure
what we do services the long term greater needs of our spatial
industry, our cadastre, our clients, and the people of Victoria, I ask
you all to do the same.
I mentioned Rotary, and yes, I have been lucky enough to be
associated with that community service organisation for over 20 years,
in my spare time. One great element of that service organisation
is that Boards and office bearers change regularly, thus reminding
everyone that it is about the organisation, not the individual. And so
it is with the Institution of Surveyors Victoria. My time has come to an
end and it is time for a new President to lead a new and refreshed
committee into the future. As I go from “rooster to feather duster”, I
would like to wish Glenn and his new Committee all the best for the
year ahead. We have a truly great profession, a very good Institution,
and it will be in good hands going forward.
Thanks and good luck to all.
Rob Steel LS FISVic
(ISV Past President and Feather Duster)

ISV REGIONAL CONFERENCE
LAUNCESTON 2014
Friday 28 February – Sunday 2 March
Explore more at

www.visitlauncestontamar.com.au

We’ve been searching for someone like you!

Feigl & Newell
Professional Searchers

Professional Searchers of: Survey Information, Titles,
General Law, Crown Land Status, Historical (Environmental) Searches,
Covenant Beneficiaries
Suite 812, Level 8,
530 Little Collins Street, Melbourne 3000
Box 2343, GPO Melbourne 3001
DX301 Melbourne

Tel: 9629 3011, 9620 7022
Fax: 9649 7833
Email: info@feigl-newell.com.au
www.feigl-newell.com.au
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Letter to the Editor
Further to Mr. Paul Kenny’s article in the April edition of Traverse, I
felt the need to add my observations on the value of the RE. It is
disappointing that the ISV committee has to date not received any
feedback from the profession and I ask myself why? Is this not an
issue to most Surveyors? Is the way REs are currently presented and
delivered acceptable to most Surveyors? My answer to both of the
above questions is no.
I remember not too long ago being told by an examiner at Land
Registration Services that an RE is ‘not worth the paper it is written
on”. That has never sat well with me. How can we be regarded
as professionals in Land boundary definition if this is the attitude
of the body that registers Title definition. Is this not our purpose?
Understandably, further to this comment, an RE will only be
recognised if LRS can determine the datum/fix of the RE from a
registered survey and the RE is presented in an acceptable manner.
This I don’t have a problem with, this comes back to the Licensed
Surveyor. What I do have a problem with is this attitude by LRS.
Has the treatment or non-treatment of REs by Licensed Surveyors
caused this? In my observations, most likely. It is the behaviour and
professional conduct of a few Surveyors that has perhaps caused LRS
to think this way. I for one would like to see that attitude changed!
We are all aware that RE’s vary in quality and some don’t even
get done at all. Since when has this become acceptable to our
profession? It is easy to take the defeatist attitude and just do your
job professionally and forget about the non-conformance of others.
As long as your work is of high quality, it doesn’t matter what other
Surveyors are doing. However this does little to promote the integrity
of our profession and obviously, as indicated above with LRS, tarnish

the reputation of Licensed Surveyors. With all the work going to
promote Surveying with the Task Force, isn’t this something that
needs to be eradicated? What message are we sending the students
or graduate surveyors we are trying to bring into the profession to
ensure its survival? ; that its ok to deviate from the regulations?
Another problem facing Surveyors is the presentation of the RE. The
more an RE takes the form of an Abstract of Field Records, the more
value it has to the cadastre and potentially/hopefully LRS. We all have
the standard SPEAR proforma to work to but the depth of Abstract is
up to the Surveyor. However, the way the cadastre asks the RE to be
presented is not necessarily the way the client who pays for the RE
wants it presented. A client will typically not be able to understand an
Abstract. My experience sees that a client will want something more
like a Plan of Survey presentation with the showing of easements
and offset to occupation etc. I don’t see this to be an issue, as long
as there is connection to at least three (3) good cadastral marks. In
this economically challenging time, where fees are getting pushed
lower and lower by competition, it is hard to not have a deliverable
that favours the client mostly. After all, if they didn’t pay for the job,
we would not have a job.
I understand there will be a variety of opinions out there by the
Surveying community. You may agree with me or not but at least the
aim of this article is to create debate, which has not been forthcoming
since Mr. Kenny’s article. How do you want to see the Surveying
profession in the future? (1) Riddled with inconsistencies and nonconformance which in turn will create questions on our integrity by
the general community or (2) a valuable asset to the community,
LRS, our clients and other stakeholders, where the value translates
into the higher fees that we deserve!
David Stringer LS MISVic

Surveyors Field Guide to Safe Work Practices
within Road Reserves - Edition 2

SURVEYORS FIELD GUIDE TO SAFE WORK PRACTICES
WITHIN ROAD RESERVES
ASSOCIATION OF CONSULTING SURVEYORS VICTORIA
APRIL 2013
©Association of Consulting Surveyors (Victoria) Inc.

The 2013 Surveyors Field Guide to Safe Work Practices within Road Reserves for Consulting Services has been completed.
This edition includes updates in response to the changes to the Code of Practice for Worksite Safety – Traffic Management.
The Guide aims to bring together the applicable legal traffic management requirements in a form relevant to Surveyors and has
been designed as a tool to assist surveyors in taking the necessary precautions to protect themselves, pedestrians and road users.
It has been developed to cater for short term work and very short term work to enhance safety for Surveyors undertaking work
within road reserves that involves limited work on or near the trafficable area.
The assessment of that risk is a critical element of the guide. This edition responds to the increased focus of the ‘Code’ on Risk
Assessment and incorporates methodologies for identifying hazards, assessing hazard ratings and for the development of control
measures.
The principles outlined in the Guide will help you establish an appropriate plan for dealing with traffic in the specific circumstances
encountered. The various diagrams set out a variety of treatments and help establish some minimum standards. Whilst generic in
nature, they do establish principles that can be modified to address particular circumstances.
ACSV Executive believes The Surveyors Field Guide to Safe Working Practices Within Road Reserves provides you with an
understanding of acceptable minimum standards. It is designed to be incorporated into your firms Occupational Health & Safety
Management System and when used appropriately, will enhance the safety of surveyors and the community when surveys are
undertaken in the vicinity of traffic.
Copies of the booklet are available at a cost of $10 per ACSV member and $50 per non member. If you wish to purchase a copy,
please email cherie@acsv.com.au to be sent an order form.
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Leica Nova MS50
Make the right decision

Leica Nova MS50 – World´s First MultiStation
You only get a moment to make the right decision. So ultimate performance
and absolute reliability are critical. Our new Leica Nova MS50 MultiStation
combines total station, imaging and scanning technologies together to
create a unique solution that covers the complete workflow process from
capturing and visualising to deciding, acting on and delivering.
Leica Nova: a whole new dimension in measuring technology
www.leica-geosystems.com/nova

Leica Geosystems AG
Heerbrugg, Switzerland
www.leica-geosystems.com

http://survey.crkennedy.com.au
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2013 Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner
The 2013 Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner was held 27 July in The Lakeside Room at The Bayview On The Park, Melbourne.
Over 100 guests attended at the impressive venue and enjoyed an evening of celebrating success – for years of service, services rendered,
professional achievement and recognition of student effort and community endeavour.
Representing The Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria, Rachael Musgrave-Evans presented the following awards:
Kyle Bracher
Best Overall Results in Examinations & Projects for Registration as a Licensed Surveyor in 2012/2013 (image 1)
Sam Lovelock
Best Academic Results in Residential Land Development for 2012
University of Melbourne (image 2)
James McLellan
Best Academic Results in Cadastral Surveying for 2012, RMIT University (image 3)
ISV President Rob Steel presented a 60 Year Membership Certificate to John Dawson. (image 4)
The 2013 President’s Award (in recognition of service to the industry) was presented to Colin Plumb and anecdotes were conveyed by
Ed Young. (image 5)
The R James Love Memorial Prize for best student in 2012 at RMIT University was awarded to Chris Morelli. (image 6)
The G.J. Thornton-Smith Memorial Prize for best student in 2012 at University of Melbourne was awarded to Sam Lovelock. (image 7)
Adrian Freeman, 2013 J G Gillespie Gold Medal Prize winner, had his Citation read to the audience by Selection Committee Joint
Secretary Roger Green. (image 8)
Having received the Prize Plaque from Roger Green and ISV President Rob Steel, Adrian responded with humility.
Adrian’s Citation is published in this edition of Traverse.
The Surveying Awards Gala Dinner Guest Speaker was Olympic Marathon Runner Steve Moneghetti. ISV was
glad that Steve’s wife Tanya was also able to attend.
Steve’s talk held the audience captive – evidence of the quality of presentation, content and skills Steve brought
to the event.

We hope to see you at the 2014 Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner.
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over the land. In particular, intangible rights, such as easements,
will not be extinguished through adverse possession. This is
expressly provided for in the Limitation of Actions Act, because
of the definition of land.

The following article was part of a presentation made by
Peter Speakman, Principal, Peter Speakman & Co Pty,
Lawyers; to the ISV Seminar held 24 May.
ADVERSE POSSESSION AND EASEMENTS
1.

Indefeasibility or paramountcy
The Torrens system is enshrined in the Transfer of Land Act
(“TLA”). This is a system based upon registration. It is designed
to give as much certainty as possible to persons dealing with
land. So if a person searches the Register and finds that X is the
registered proprietor of a property then the conclusion is that
X is the valid owner at law. Section 42 (formerly Section 49)
and other sections of the TLA are said to create indefeasibility,
that is that a registered proprietor has paramount title over
his land, estate or interest in land, and holds it free from any
unregistered interests.

2.

5.

Although the above principles of law are well settled, the
application of those principles in practice is replete with
numerous subtleties and complexities. An example of this is set
out in the following hypothetical case.

Hypothetical Case
6.

Let us say that A owns No. 10 Adams Street and B owns No. 50
Black Street. No. 10 and No. 50 are separated by a laneway say
10 feet wide which is not under the operation of the TLA, that is
to say it is what is known as “general law land” or “old law land”.
No. 10 and No. 50 are TLA land. A claims adverse possession
over the laneway, saying he has exclusively possessed the
laneway for more than 30 years. B claims an easement over
the laneway even though a search of B’s TLA title says that there
is no registered easement over the laneway in favour of B.

7.

Let us say that No. 50 was once general law land and general
law searches show that No. 50 had a right of carriageway over
the laneway until 1920 but subsequent conveyances showed
no such registered easement, although the laneway was
subsequent to 1920 designated by the word “road”. No. 50
was converted to TLA land in 1960.

8.

James v Stevenson 1893 AC 162 is authority binding on the
Courts in Victoria for the proposition that the omission of an
appurtenant right of way over servient land (the land burdened
by an easement) from a Title under the TLA is no bar to the
owners of the dominant land (the land benefiting from an
easement) enforcing their benefit against the owners of the
servient land. This decision was based on Section 49 of the TLA,
which was the predecessor to the provision in Section 42(2)(d)
of the TLA.

9.

So if the owner of No. 50 had the benefit of an easement
of carriageway on the day of the conversion application in
1960, then the owner and/or future owners of No. 50 would
continue to have the benefit of that easement (subject to
any abandonment of easement and subject to the laneway
becoming a public road for instance by the Council registering
it as such pursuant to Section 17(3) of the Road Management
Act 2004). This would be the case even though the easement

Exceptions to paramountcy
Sections 42(a) to (f) of the TLA create certain exemptions to
paramountcy. In particular:
“Section 42(2)(b) any rights subsisting under adverse
possession of the land.
Section 42(2)(d) any easements howsoever acquired
subsisting over or upon or affecting the land”.
So if A successfully adversely possesses the land of registered
proprietor B, A will be the valid owner at law despite the fact
that B is designated as the registered proprietor on the title.
So if an easement exists but that easement is not registered on
the title documents, it will nevertheless be valid at law.

3.

Adverse possession
Before the expiration of the limitation period set out in the
Limitations of Actions Act 1958, a person in possession holds a
mere possessory title. Such title, whilst not proprietary in nature,
is enforceable against the rest of the world except the registered
proprietor, and may be transferred or devised (given away in a
Will). At the expiration of the limitation period, the title of the
adverse possessor, whilst still possessory, is far stronger. It is a
title founded upon possession which, due to the expiration of
the limitation period, acquires proprietary characteristics. It is
enforceable against the whole world, including the registered
proprietor, who is prohibited from claiming repossession of
the land under the terms of the Limitations of Actions Act. An
adverse possessor’s title arises negatively rather than positively
because the possessor does not have the title transferred
to him or her directly but rather acquires a right through the
extinguishment of the registered proprietor’s title.
Following the expiration of the limitation period and proof that
the possession is adverse, the title of the registered proprietor
is extinguished. As the limitation defence is a personal defence,
it will only be the registered proprietor who will have his title
barred. The registered proprietor’s title may still be enforceable
against other third parties, for example where an adverse
possessor dispossesses a registered proprietor who has a
mortgage over the land, the registered proprietor cannot enforce
his rights against the adverse possessor, but he may still be able
to enforce his proprietary rights under the mortgage contract.

4.

The adverse possessor’s title, whilst extinguishing that of the
registered proprietor, will not affect rights acquired by third parties
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was not referred to on the folio of the Register created by
the Registrar of Titles for that land on granting the conversion
application in 1960.
10. So if in 1960 No. 50 had in fact the benefit of a right of way
under the general law, established by an expressed grant in
the deed of conveyance and effectively conveyed at law from
purchaser to purchaser up to the time the land was transferred
to B, then No. 50 would continue to have the benefit of that
right of way despite that right of way not being registered as an
appurtenant right on the applicable folio of the Register.
11. Under the general law, the owner of No. 50 would have the
benefit of a carriageway easement if:
(a) The first deed of conveyance, by which the freehold
of that land was first severed from the rest of the land
remaining in the original subdivision, expressly conveyed
the freehold to the first purchaser together with a right of
carriageway over the land.

18. Section 17(3) of the Road Management Act allows the Council,
to register on its Register of Public Roads a road that it decides
is reasonably required for general public use. This section states
by way of example that a road set aside as a road in a plan of
subdivision registered under the Subdivision Act 1988 is not a
public road for the purpose of the Road Management Act until
a Section 17(3) decision to register has been made.
19. So there is a distinction in the Road Management Act between
a road and public road.
20. There was a similar distinction under the Local Government Act
1989, following amendments in 1993, between a road and a
public highway. This distinction was referred to by Ashley J in
Templestowe Developments Pty Ltd v City of Boroondara 1997
1VR 504. So under the Road Management Act, the greater
category, that of roads, includes the more particular category,
that of public roads.

(b) Each subsequent deed of conveyance from purchaser to
purchaser of that land before 31 January 1905 expressly
conveyed the freehold to each purchaser together with a
right of carriageway over the laneway.

21. For the purpose of the Council exercising its power under Section
17(3) to register the laneway in its Register of Public Roads, it is
sufficient that the laneway be a road within the definition of that
term in the Road Management Act, and it is not necessary that
it already be a public road within any of the other categories of
the definition of public road in Section 17(1).

(c) Each subsequent deed of conveyance from purchaser to
purchaser of that land after 31 January 1905 conveyed
the freehold to each purchaser, whether or not the right
of carriageway over the laneway was expressly included in
the conveyance or not.

22. Nor is it necessary that the laneway be a public highway at
common law, even though the definition of road in Section 3
of the Road Management Act refers only to instances of roads
which would be public highways at common law or public
roads under Section 17(1).

12. The reason for (b) and (c) in the previous paragraph is that
the general law of conveyancing with respect to appurtenant
easements was altered from 31 January 1905 by what is now
Section 62 of the Property Law Act which essentially provides that
a conveyance of land shall be deemed to include and operate
to convey with the land all ways, liberties, privileges, rights etc
pertaining to the land at the time of the conveyance. This section
applied to conveyances made after 31 January 1905.

23. Ashley J in the Templestowe case stated that he thought a private
road could be created by there being a right of carriageway.

13. General law searches are not conclusive proof of the general
law title of land. It is only by inspecting the original deeds of
conveyance that the general law title to an appurtenant right of
way over the laneway could be proved.
14. Subject to the qualification in the previous paragraph let us say
that, the searches showed that the right of carriageway ceased
to be reflected in the Registrar’s Memorials as from 1920. Since
1920 is subsequent to 1905 then it may be said that the owner
of No. 50 has a right of carriageway over the laneway.
15. The right of carriageway may have been extinguished if any of
the owners since the creation of the easement abandoned the
right of carriageway. Abandonment of an easement is a matter
of intention by the owners for the time being of No. 50. Once
owners abandon the right, the right is extinguished forever. This
intention must be discerned from the relevant facts.

24. Bearing in mind the above considerations, it is possible that
the laneway could be properly viewed by the local Council as
a road within the meaning of the Road Management Act, and
therefore the Council may well have had the power if it decided
that the laneway was reasonably required for public use to
register it and thus make it a public road.
25. If the laneway became a public road within the meaning of
Section 17(1) of the Road Management Act then public rights
of way would be created over the laneway by Section 8.
26. If the laneway were to become a public road all private
easement rights including the right of carriageway in favour of
the owner of No. 50 would be permanently extinguished by
Section 14 Schedule 5 of the Road Management Act which
provides:
“A private right of carriageway or easement cannot –
(a) Develop or coexist with a public right of way over the
same land; or
(b) Revive on the revocation of the declaration of a road or the
discontinuance of a public road or the permanent closure
of a road over that land.”

16. So if the owner of No. 10 could successfully prove adverse
possession then such ownership would be subject to the right
of carriageway, despite the easement not being shown as
registered on the Title.

27. So even if the private rights of carriageway of No. 50 were
extinguished, nevertheless those rights would be substituted by
the rights of access conferred on adjoining owners by Section 9
of the Road Management Act.

17. Let us say that the laneway was registered under Section 17(3)
of the Road Management Act 2004, in 2005. Surveyors will
have been exposed to the ruthless and widespread practice of
Section 17(3) registration by Councils.

28. Finally, if the laneway were to become a public road, freehold
title in the laneway would vest in the Council under Section
1(4) of Schedule 5 of the Road Management Act. So this title
in the hands of the Council would defeat any possessory title
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that the owner of No. 10 may otherwise have acquired by
adverse possession.
29. As a separate point from the above fictional case, an adverse
possessor cannot claim title against TLA land owned by the
Council. So if the laneway were TLA land and were owned by
the Council then the owner of No. 10 would not be successful
in any adverse possession claim.
30. Reserves
Usually reserves are created upon the registration of a plan of
subdivision.
31. Unlike an easement, reserve status may give power to a Council
to acquire ownership of land. The Council may apply pursuant
to Section 24(A) of the Subdivision Act for the reserve land to
vest in itself.

32. A person may successfully make a Section 60 application for
adverse possession subject to a reserve. Once the adverse
possessor has title the adverse possessor could apply to have
the reserve status removed. Alternatively the adverse possessor
may choose to obtain title subject to the reserve and make no
application for removal.
33. Specifying the land the subject of an Application
Whether an application is a Section 15 application, or a Section
24, or a Section 26(P), or a Section 60 or a Section 99 or a
Section 103, it is essential for the applicant to determine with
specificity and comprehensiveness the land the subject of the
application and full details of any easement affecting such land.

Citation: Adrian James Freeman L.S. M.I.S.
Adrian grew up in Eltham and attended Eltham primary school.
He is the eldest of four boys (thinks his mother gave up on a girl
by the fourth) and at the age of twelve the family moved to Smiths
Gully near St Andrews. Adrian secondary schooling was completed at
Loyola College in Watsonia.
It was a considerable journey from home to secondary school and
the morning commute consisted of a 15 minute car journey followed
by a half hour train trip then a further 20 minute walk. All that, only to
repeat it in reverse in the afternoon.
Adrian’s brothers all turned out to be tradesmen; a plumber, an
electrician and a builder. Combine that with Adrian’s surveying
expertise and they have the foundations for a family property
development business.
Adrian became interested in surveying through family friend Peter
Richards. Upon completing his secondary school education he
commenced his degree at RMIT in 1998 and graduated in 2001
with a six Distinctions and a High Distinction under his belt.
He then spent the next eight years working for Peter Richards in a
variety of roles.
In 2005 while working at Peter Richards, Adrian entered into a
training agreement with William K Pattison LS. In 2010 he gained
employment with Beveridge Williams and finally obtained his license
in 2011.

This attribute has been demonstrated admirably in one of the M1
projects that included complex parcellation and strata elements.
Adrian’s response was to present these plans in a different format
to that used by Vicroads and marry the three dimensional concepts
used in building subdivisions to present the information in a more
readable form.
To do so he spent a considerable amount of time working out how
to present aspects of his project then prepared a prototype plan
embodying these attributes. He then had to sell the idea to others
and arranged meetings with Land Registry and Vicroads in order to
have the plans accepted.
Adrian has also worked at having Vicroads plans dealt with in the
SPEAR system.
It is these qualities that demonstrated to the judging panel that Adrian
is a surveyor prepared to question, innovate and improve the system
we all work with and there are indications there is more to come.
He joined the Institution of Surveyors Victoria 12 years ago. He
became a Student Member 3 April 2001 and advanced to Member
6 October 2010.
Service to others
Those that excel in our profession do not let the grass grow around
their feet. They contribute in many ways to their profession and
society in general. Adrian is no exception.

The move to Beveridge Williams provided him with the opportunity
to undertake a lot of Vicroads work which he took on with great
enthusiasm. Adrian’s work on the West Gate Freeway section of the
M1 project has earned him a great deal of respect in the surveying
fraternity.

Whilst living at Smiths Gully he was a member of the CFA. Anyone
who understands the contribution CFA members make to society
know that they act selflessly - being called out at any time to attend
accidents, risk their lives during the summer months and wake
people up on Sunday mornings with their training.

Anyone who has carried out such work knows that it is not the
easiest job given Vicroads’ particularities in drafting requirements and
portrayal of land parcels. They can be very difficult people to please.

In addition he is a member and former office bearer of the Middle
Distance Bike Club based in Croydon.

Whilst working on these projects, Adrian has demonstrated that he
has an innovative streak typical of those who do not accept at face
value what others may present as the only way to carry out certain
tasks. Such people question, think up their own solutions and attempt
to convince others that there is a better way to do things.

Adrian has also been sponsoring a Cambodian child for the last ten
years demonstrating his generosity of spirit. He mentors graduate
surveyors in Beveridge Williams providing advice and support for
those entering into training agreements to further their qualifications.
The judging panel considers Adrian James Freeman as a worthy
contender for the J. G. Gillespie Gold Medal Prize.
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OwnersCorp Management

Select OwnersCorp Management specialise in creating successful
working relationships between all stakeholders in owners corporations
by providing comprehensive and proactive management services.
Our hand-picked team is highly skilled in managing properties for the long term by building
professional working relationships with owners, and by managing a network of support services.
Our proactive management approach ensures the delivery of a personal and professional service.
More importantly, through the personal relationships we build, Select is committed to the success of
its clients as property owners.
Through its demonstrated expertise and decision-making, the team at Select OwnersCorp
Management establishes and maintains the trust of its clients. In partnering with our clients, Select
works strategically to unlock the full value of its clients’ asset through our comprehensive technical
knowledge, preventative maintenance programs, and the efficient management of our service network.

Our Proactive Approach
Select OwnersCorp Management was founded on building a better approach to managing properties
and working with owner’s corporations. Our eight experienced managers, each offering a unique
expertise through their career backgrounds, partnered to create a comprehensive knowledge base in
asset management.
Our approach to proactive owners corporation management commences with the plan of subdivision.
We encourage developers to arrange for a “holistic” review of new projects involving experienced
Select managers in conjunction with the architect and land surveyor in the early stages of each
development. As managers of owner’s corporations we continually live the definition of boundaries
on plans of subdivision and limited owner’s corporations intended to fairly allocate costs for lifts, car
parks, waste management, specific cleaning areas, access control systems, roof access and window
equipment, car stackers, cooling towers, chillers, gymns, pools, etc. This results in a win-win situation
with the builder, surveyor, key maintenance providers and the owners corporation manager identifying
prospective problems /issues and planning for them when things are still on paper and can still be
easily changed.
The benefits of taking a proactive approach to owner’s corporations in the early stages of development:
a better maintained asset, improved relationships with owner’s corporations including minimal disputes,
and a better owner experience with an organisation that is prepared to take leadership on property
issues on a daily basis.

Directors

Peter Black

OwnersCorp Management
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Stuart Mellington

Geoff Steele

T: 03 9862 3700 • 03 9862 3700
F: 03 9862 3708 • E: inquiry@selectocm.com.au
Our offices are located at: 711 High Street, Kew East VIC 3102
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Workplace Health and Wellbeing – it really works!

Corporate Heath and Wellbeing programs are increasingly becoming
a necessity in the workforce. With growing evidence to support their
return on investment
(R.O.I), companies are being forced to re-think their attitude of wellbeing
being optional. A recent report released by PricewaterhouseCoopers
estimates a three to one return on every dollar spent on health
and wellbeing programs (1). The main contributors to this figure
are; increased productivity, reduced absenteeism and reduction in
workplace injuries.
With this in mind, is it time to think what is poor health costing your
business?
Corporate Bodies International (CBI) is a solution-focused provider
of workplace health and wellbeing. Our programs are tailored to suit
individual business needs. Each program is created specifically to
target sustainable lifestyle change as well as delivering R.O.I.
Xstrata Rolleston is an example of an organisation that recently
engaged in a CBI health and wellbeing program. Their ‘Your Life’
program was implemented with the plan to identify key areas for
improvement in employee’s health and health behaviors as well as
focusing on participation rates.
Targeted interventions included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced 30 minute Health Assessments
12 month subscription to CBI’s health and wellness board
1.5 hour training day education sessions
Boot camps and sports nights
Gym maintenance and improvements
Individual nutrition and exercise consultations
Lifestyle and Wii Fit challenges

Xstrata Rolleston’s program outcomes included:
• Employees in the low risk group for total cholesterol increased
by 40%. Likewise, employees in the high risk group for total
cholesterol was reduced by 8%.
• There was a 36% increase in employees with Low risk TC:HDL
ratio classification and high risk was reduced from 4% to 0%.
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• 16% of high risk classification for body fat percentage moved
from high to moderate risk
What does did this mean for Xstrata? A study from the Health
Management Research Center, University of Michigan stated that
High risk employees (>5 risks) are not productive in their work
32.7% of the time (2) . Therefore with high risk reducing from 16%
to 8% (2% = 1 staff member) 4 staff increased their productivity by
33% each, or effectively productivity increased by 130% (simply put,
the equivalent of adding an extra person into the production line)
This is just one example of the benefits of Corporate Health and
Wellbeing programs. If you would like any further information please
contact Corporate Bodies International on 1300 21 31 41 or visit our
website www.corporatebodies.com.au
Try our online calculator; this gives you an opportunity to see just how
much poor health might be costing your organisation. It’s worth a try.
Reference
1 World Economic Forum. (2007). Working Towards
Wellness: Accelerating the prevention of chronic disease.
PricewaterhouseCoopers
2 Musich, S .et al. AJHP, 20 (5); 353-363, 2006
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Clarification of Land Victoria Survey Requirements
for Plans of Subdivision
(Derived from the Surveyor-General of Victoria Practice Directives – Jan 2011 Part 1, Section 6.2)
All Plans of Subdivision lodged with Land Victoria must be
supported by an Abstract of Field Records of the survey undertaken,
except where:
•

The subdivision satisfies the Non-Survey Guidelines (see
Surveyor-General of Victoria Practice Directives Part 2
Appendix 4) or:

•

The subdivision is based on a recent survey in a prior
registered dealing of the property which satisfies the
following currency conditions:
§ The survey was undertaken no more than five years
prior to lodgement of the current plan
§ The survey was undertaken by the same surveyor or
surveying firm.

•

In this case, the new surveyor’s report accompanying the
plan must contain the specific plan or dealing number under
which the prior registered survey was lodged.

Where a prior registered survey was completed more than two
years before the lodgement of the current plan, the surveyor’s
report must also discuss ‘currency conditions’ as set out in Part 1,
Section 6.1.2 of the Surveyor-General of Victoria Practice Directives.
If either:
•
•
•

The ‘currency conditions’ cannot be met, or
The prior registered survey was completed more than five
years before the lodgement of the current plan, or
The surveyor certifying the current plan is from a different
surveying firm,

the plan must be accompanied by an Abstract of Field Records for
all of the subject land at the time of lodgement.
The new Abstract of Field Records must:
•
•
•
•
•

Be in accordance with the current regulations and directives
Not refer to previous surveys for details.
Show fully dimensioned external parcel/title boundaries
Show all current occupation where relevant and show the
relationship to the adopted boundaries
Show how corners have been marked.

Further Information:
•
•
•
•

•

•

The new Abstract of Field Records does not ‘update’ a
parent survey
These requirements are also applicable to ‘super lot’ and
staged developments
A partial survey may be acceptable if it is in accordance with
current practices
Supplementary Field Records are still to be produced as per
the current regulations where the placement of marks has
been postponed (See Surveyor-General of Victoria Practice
Directives Part 1 Section 6.4)
Supplementary Field Records cannot be referred to as a
prior survey, and when lodged they do not ‘update’ the prior
survey
Surveyor’s Reports must accompany all plans in accordance
with the current regulations, and must discuss matters such
as occupation, marking of boundaries etc. (See SurveyorGeneral of Victoria Practice Directives Part 1 Section 5.)

New book tells colourful
history of Titles Office
Safe as Houses is the story of the Victorian Land Titles Office and
the people who have worked in it since 1862 in defining and
implementing land titling on behalf of the governments and people
of the state.
It describes the influences of some individuals prominent in
development over the years, as well as the impact on its operations
of legislative and technological changes and of decisions made by
departments and governments.
Since its inception the Titles Office has operated through land booms,
depressions, wars and numerous other events that have impacted
the lives of Victorians and affected its ability to provide its services.
The activities of the Office have also reflected and responded to
significant changes in society, such as in industrial relations, the
movement of women into the workforce and the introduction of the
introduction of technological change.
Throughout, it has provided accurate and guaranteed registration of
land dealings for the people of Victoria, in an important and ongoing
contribution to the economic development of the state.

This commemorative book has been produced by Land Victoria to
mark 150 years of the Torrens title system in Victoria.
It is written by Robin Grow, who began work as an administrative
officer in the Victorian Titles Office in 1966, retired in 2003 and is
now President of the Art Deco and Modernism Society.
Safe as Houses: the History of the Victorian Land Titles Office can
be purchased from the Victorian Government bookshop for $39.95.
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A weblink to my submission to the National Heritage List, along with
photos of field trips, grid coordinates for the cairns, and a bibliography
is available on my website: https://sites.google.com/site/feralkaza/
black-allan-line-national-heritage-listing
The Black Allan Line is still considered a “fine exemplar of highly
precise surveying in extremely difficult terrain”.1 Generations of
bushwalkers and surveyors returning to walk in the footsteps of these
early surveyors continue to express appreciation and awe of the
physical and technical endeavour involved in performing the survey
through such a large area of rugged wilderness.
What’s the problem?
The terrain looking west towards Forest Hill, from the top Mt Tingaringy

Revisiting the Black Allan Line
A Proposal for National Heritage Listing

It was while searching for the original cairns around Mt Tingaringy that
I came to the realisation that many of the original cairns are under
threat. Many original cairns have already been removed in areas
adjacent to roads, forestry, and agriculture, while in more remote
areas, cairns remain threatened by encroaching regrowth, fallen
timber, the occasional souvenir hunter, and the well intentioned but
poorly informed “restorer”.

I knew I had “pressed a button” somewhere when I got an email
late one evening from the Surveyor-General of Victoria asking me to
review my proposal to have the original cairns of the Black Allan Line
placed on the National Heritage Register.
How it started
What had begun in 2008 as a bit of an “Indiana Jones” adventure,
hunting through rugged country for missing historical cairns had
blossomed into “a project” of 14 field trips with over 30 self-funded
volunteers of the Canberra Bushwalking Club, covering the 175km
long borderline and adjacent area, based on a series of survey maps
from 1870-71.

Rob Horsfield next to secondary Cairn 1.2 of the Black Allan Line

There has been limited official rebuilding of the primary cairns,
notably of the Forest Hill Cairn Number 1 by a team from the
Victorian Surveyor General’s office, RMIT geospatial science unit and
volunteers from the Institution of Surveyors in 20042.
However, there remain a number of primary cairns which are in need
of restoration, and most of the secondary cairns remain under threat.
Why are surveyors concerned?
There are concerns the “protection” afforded by heritage listing could
restrict use of the cairns for remarking the border or even for the
restoration of cairns. To address these concerns, the submission
specifically excludes the modern concrete survey structures and 2
memorial cairns subsequently erected on the Black Allan line from
the listing.
There is also concern that the listing could cut across the statutory
responsibilities of NSW and VIC Surveyor Generals. The application
therefore stated that I was “seeking listing subject to advice from the
Surveyors-General of Victoria and New South Wales”.
Current status of the proposal
Primary cairns of the Black Allan Line – from Alexander Black’s log book.
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The BA Line has been placed on the Australian Heritage database3.
Each year sites are prioritised for assessment for listing. The National
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Heritage Priority Assessment list for 2013-14 has just been released,
and it looks like a 1 one million square kilometre area of the Coral Sea
east of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park4 is the priority for this year.
That does not prevent the BA Line Cairns from being placed on
the priority assessment list for next year, and a proposal can still be
lodged to have the original cairns of the Black Allan Line listed on the
state heritage registers in Victoria or NSW. And of course, the Black
Alan Line marks are already afforded some statutory protection, as
are all survey monuments, in Victoria.
It’s also important to realise that a National Heritage Listing wasn’t
the sole aim of this exercise. NSW and Victorian government
departments, and community groups are now aware of the exact
location, condition and historical importance of the cairns of the Black
Allan Line. It’s hard to monitor and manage assets when you don’t
know their location and condition.

Thanks
Note: I’d like to thank Damien Walters for the extensive background
information he provided and to Rob Horsfield for organising that first
trip in 2008. Rob was looking to design a “good bushwalking route”
from Forest Hill to Cape Howe, and did the whole length of the
BA Line, using the lie of the land to his advantage, while navigating
unerringly by hand compass.
Karen Cody
1 Albert, N. 2003 Surveying The Black Allan Line http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/__
data/assets/pdf_file/0016/104290/Surveying_the_Black-Allan_Line.pdf
2 Bradley, Seamus The Age 24 November 2004
3 http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/ahdb/index.html
4 http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/publications/priority-assessmentnhl.html

Work experience helps lay foundation for Surveying
Our sincere thanks again go to all those that have provided memorable
work experience placements for students so far this year.
There were around 20 students hosted by Surveying firms across Victoria
during the June/July period and a further 5 scheduled for later in 2013.
Feedback from students has been very positive and filled with gratitude
for the opportunity.
One female student from John Monash Science School said:
“What I enjoyed most about the work experience program was
learning new things such as using a program called AutoCAD in
which you can create plans for houses, and I also enjoyed having
the chance to go outside to test out a new machine that they had
(which measures distances and angles)…. I would recommend it
to others who I think would enjoy learning about this area of land
development and applying Maths to real life situations.
I am not sure if I am going to study Surveying in the future, but
there is a possibility that I might because this program has opened
my eyes to what it is all about and I have enjoyed it very much.”
Another student from St Bernard’s College reported:
“Thank you for organising this work experience for me. I am
very happy and grateful that I got this opportunity… the team
were very nice to me and went to the trouble of creating
interesting work for me.    

A life without limits

I most enjoyed all the real life experiences I was a part of,
and how I was included in everything from computer work to
going to jobs at locations. I found the exercise of subdividing
the neighbour’s house and surveying my house very interesting.
I am definitely more likely to study surveying as it seems more
interesting now that I have been shown what it is like.”
If you also provide work experience placements for students, we
can provide you with a “work experience pack”, and record your
participation for FPET points.
For information contact Michelle Brooks at
trysurveying@alifewithoutlimits.com.au
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ANZAC Commemorative Naming Project - Invitation
An exciting Victorian project has been launched to name roads, suburbs and other geographic features in honour of Victorian war veterans.
The ANZAC Commemorative Naming Project was announced by the State Government just prior to ANZAC Day this year. The project,
which is being managed by the Office of Geographic Names (OGN), is part of Victoria’s contribution to the national Anzac centenary
commemoration 2014–2018.
OGN are asking historical societies, RSLs, schools and interested members of the community to show support for the project by researching
local ex-service people and others who have displayed the Anzac spirit and suggest names that could then be assessed and proposed as
part of a council’s usual naming process.
The project provides an excellent opportunity to add commemorative names to roads created in plans of subdivision.
Grants will be provided to municipalities – to support their own research or research by local groups such as historical societies, RSLs or
schools.
Historical information on successful proposals and existing Anzac names will be recorded for future generations in VICNAMES, the state’s
official register of geographic names.
The project builds on the success of a 2011 pilot project that saw five Victorian councils name 39 new roads and one new suburb after
Victorian veterans, as well as civilians who supported Australia’s wartime effort.
Each Victorian municipality has been notified with details of the project, a request to submit a registration of interest and an invitation to
attend an information session.
We seek your attendance at an information session where we will provide more information and a forum to meet with council officers and
key local groups such as school teachers, RSL members and local historical society members.
The project will raise Victorians’ awareness of the sacrifice of our veterans and communities and leave a lasting legacy. Further information
will be accessible from our dedicated webpage: www.dse.vic.gov.au/namingplaces> Anzac Commemorative Naming Project .

CALENDAR

2013

SEPTEMBER

Wednesday 4 ISV Committee Meeting
Friday 20
School Term 3 ends

OCTOBER

Wednesday 2 ISV Committee Meeting
Monday 7
School Term 4 commences
Friday 18
RMIT Major Project Presentations
Friday 25
Murray Group Seminar & AGM

NOVEMBER
Tuesday 5
Wednesday 6
Tuesday 12
Tuesday 19

Melbourne Cup Day
ISV Committee Meeting
North Central Group Seminar & AGM
Partners’ Get Together

DECEMBER
Thursday 5
Thursday 5

ISV Committee Meeting
Seminar & General Meeting
& Christmas Networking Event
Friday 20
School Term 4 ends
Wednesday 25 Christmas Day
Thursday 26
Boxing Day

The Committee and members of The Institution of Surveyors Victoria
acknowledge and thank our sustaining members for 2013

GOLD

GENERAL
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ADVERSE POSSESSION & GENERAL LAW
LAND & TITLE BOUNDARY AMENDMENTS

Peter Speakman & Co.
Lawyers
Suite 2, 1396 Malvern Road
(PO Box 72) Glen Iris, Vic 3146
Tel: 9822 8611
Fax: 9822 0518
Email: speakman@speakman.com.au

The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria
President
Vice President
Honorary Secretary
Honorary Treasurer
President Elect
Immediate Past President

Committee

-

Rob Steel
Alisha Taubman
Kylie Jones
Tim Dole
Glenn Collins
Scott Jukes

Rob Bortoli, Tom Champion, Clint Joseph,
Paul Kenny, David Stringer, Alan Timcke, Brendon Windsor

SEMINARS, CONFERENCES &
UPCOMING EVENTS 2013-2014
OZRI 2013
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre, Brisbane,
4-6 September 2013
54Th Photogrammetric Week In Stuttgart
University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany,
9-13 September 2013
International Symposium & Exhibition
on Geoinformation (ISG)
International FIG Workshop on
Land Administration Domain Model (LADM2013)
University of Technology Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia,
24-25 September 2013
19th Intergeo
Essen, Germany,
8-10 October 2013
Web: www.intergeo.de
ISV REGIONAL CONFERENCE
LAUNCESTON 2014
28 February – 2 March 2014

Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria
Representatives
Michael Loy & Rachael Musgrave-Evans

ACSV Representative

Curly’s Conundrum No.26

Alan Norman

Emeritus Surveyors Group Convenor
Ed Young

Traverse
Peter Sullivan & Gary White

Executive Officer
Gary White

Patron
The Honourable Alex Chernov, AC, QC

Solution to Curly’s Conundrum No.25

Governor of Victoria

Honorary Legal Counsel
David Vorchheimer, Partner – HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Suite 207, 13-21 Bedford Street, North Melbourne Vic 3051
Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 • Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email: isv@isvic.org.au • www.surveying.org.au

Answer:
5366 rats

TRAVERSE is published bi-monthly. Articles and letters related to any aspect
of spatial science are invited and should be sent to the Executive Officer at the
ISV Office by the 12th of the month prior to the edition.
Statements of opinion expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of
The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria and no responsibility can be accepted in
respect of the opinion of any contributor.
Enquiries to the Executive Officer, Gary White, at The Institution of Surveyors,
Victoria on Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216

Gary says:
“Age is a high price to pay for maturity”

Email:gwhite@isvic.org.au
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TRIMBLE TSC3

We’ve added a lot more capability.
Without taking anything away from its simplicity.
the new and improved trimble® tsc3 controller
The problem with new and improved is that too often it
means unfamiliar and different. That’s not the case with
the new Trimble TSC3 controller.
Optimised for Trimble Access™, this new field solution
delivers more capable data collection, computing and
connectivity than ever before, without sacrificing the
familiar functions that have made our surveying systems
famous.
collect share and deliver:
A larger, full-colour screen means more function from the
map screen and more direct access to the features you
need to complete the job. And keep the data flowing with
integrated Bluetooth®, WiFi and cellular modem.
Trimble Access field software allows you to bring data
from the internal GPS, compass and camera into your
workflow. In a single step you can automatically add
images as attribute information to any point you are
measuring.
Easier and more effective? Yes. More complicated? Not at
all. The new Trimble TSC3 controller. It does amazingly
complex things–all designed to make doing your job
easier.

to learn more about the new
trimble tsc3, visit: trimble.com/tsc3

COLLECT

SHARE

DELIVER

success found here

ultimate positioninG
Unit 1, No. 6 Garden Rd, Clayton VIC 3168
Ph: (03) 9518 7400
Email vicoffice@ultimatepositioning.com
www.ultimatepositioning.com
SUR-192-UP1_Trimble_TSC3_Single_0311.indd 1
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